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►

Viewer (Unlicensed): Import + review field data, view projects, + export to Trimble field devices + software.

►

Field Data Edition : Export third-party field data, perform basic CAD functions, complete data quality control, adjust networks, + work with level data.

►

Surface Modeling Edition : Basic point cloud management, create + edit surfaces + alignments, cut/fill maps, + earthwork reports.

►

Survey Intermediate Edition : Perform GNSS post-processing, traverse adjustments, site calibrations; work with background images, labels, + dimensions.

►

Survey Advanced Edition: Work with Trimble VisionTM data, create plan sets, process cadastral data, leverage full COGO + corridor routines.

►

Site Modeling Edition : Convert + elevate 2D geometry into 3D for field operations; cleanup project data.

►

Site Construction Edition : Compute site mass haul + site takeoff computations, linear quantities, layer depths, + material volumes.

►

Infrastructure Construction Edition: Parametric intersection, interchange, + ramp designs with corridor mass haul quantities + volumes.
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Module is designed to support a group of workflows around a single topic. The modules are add-ons to an edition.
►

Aerial Photogrammetry Module: Process + create deliverables with Trimble + third-party UAS data in TBC + UASMaster.

►

Drilling Piling Dynamic Compaction Module: Create drill plans + reports for Trimble DPS900™ Machine Control Systems.

►

GIS Module: Seamlessly integrate GIS data from Trimble Access™ + TerraSync™ software into TBC + connect to external GIS databases.

►

Mobile Mapping Module : Process + register MX9 Mobile Mapping data; work with MX hardware calibrations.

►

MM MX9 Laser Correction Module: Account + adjust for multiple-time around (MTA) laser effects in the MX9 Mobile Mapping hardware.

►

Scanning Module: Register + colorize SX10™ data + classify regions, extract features, + create deliverables from SX10™ + third-party point clouds.

►

Tunneling Module: Create + edit tunnel models for Trimble Access™ Tunnels + create customized as-built + geometry reports.

►

Utility Modeling Module: Generate + visualize gravity, pressurized, + other utility runs in parametrical constrained trenches.
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